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“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
“Adika Adika, ammiyum navarum/Pound! Pound! Even the grinding
stone shall be moved.
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Beyond the fence
Beyond the ocean
Beyond the sea of men, our fathers, brothers, husbands, uncles,
even sons…
Beyond the governments
Beyond the seven continents
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“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
“Adika, Adika, ammiyum navarum/Pound! Pound! Even the
grinding stone shall be moved.
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“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
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Seek Justice.
If it is not found in the hands of a man
It shall surely be found in the hands of a God.
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Mother, that proper noun for Mukthar Mai’s mother, yours and
mine
Like rice, Like bread, like rice, like bread, like rice, like bread
The first of all the words said in your mouth and mine
“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
“Adika, Adika, ammiyum navarum/Pound! Pound! Even the
grinding stone shall be moved.
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Seek Justice
If it is not found in the hands of a man
It shall surely be found in the hands of a God
“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
“Adika, Adika, ammiyum navarum/Pound! Pound! Even the
grinding stone shall be moved.
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Beyond the fence
Beyond the ocean
Beyond the sea of men, our fathers, brothers, husbands, uncles,
even sons…
Beyond the governments
Beyond the seven continents

“I told her to fight. Someone has to be the first drop of rain.’
“Adika, Adika, ammiyum navarum/Pound! Pound! Even the
grinding stone shall be moved.
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Anushka Anastasia Solomon is a Malaysian-Tamil writer and poet
in exile. Her chapbook, Please, God, Don’t Let Me Write Like A
Woman, is scheduled for release later this year.
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